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1. Introduction and general outline of the method
In the last decade the Wilson theory or renormalization-group theory (RG) of phase transitions [1,2]
has given new possibilities for the accurate determination of critical exponents. In this paper the formal
structure of the RG theory is used to determine approximate values for the lowest energy of lattices of
quantum spins ~. In most examples that will be given the approximation gives an exact upper bound.
The standard formulation [3,4, 5~of the Wilson theory is the basis of the general outline in this section
of the projection technique, which is used in this paper.
The lowest energy eigenvalue of a quantum-spin system in this work replaces the free energy in the
Wilson theory (cf. Balescu [3] (10.6.2)), whereas the projection in spinor space is the parallel of the
partial summation over discrete Ising variables in the partition function, used in the Wilson theory (cf.
Balescu (10.6.1)). For projection as well as partial summation use is made of Kadanoff cells that replace
the original constituents of the spin lattice.
Both procedures correspond with a transformation in parameter space. In the Wilson theory the
equations describing this transformation are called the renormalization-group (RG) equations (cf.
Balescu (10.6.4) and (10.6.5)). This name stems from quantum-field theory, which provided part of the
basis of Wilson’s work. The fixed points of the RG equations play an essential role in the Wilson theory,
whereas in this work they only have a mathematical meaning and may sometimes be a help in
evaluating numerical results.
The unlimited repetition of the RG transformation results in a series expansion for the lowest energy
eigenvalue of the quantum-spin systems considered in this work.
In the first place the method is applied to antiferromagnetic lattices of spins ~ without external
magnetic field. The Kadanoff cells should always contain an odd number of spins, the lowest level of
one isolated cell thus corresponding with a Kramers doublet for a dominant antiferromagnetic
nearest-neighbour interaction [6]. The algebraic properties of the spin (S = ~)and the related Kramers’
and Wigner—Eckart theorems are discussed in three appendices.
Secondly the method will be used for Ising and isotropic XY models in transverse magnetic fields.
For an outline of the method first the general spin Hamiltonian is introduced for the antifer-
romagnetic systems without external field
H(Sj;y,c5,...). (1)
In this Hamiltonian the spins 5, are situated on a d-dimensional lattice (d = 1, 2, 3,...) with lattice
vectors i. The interaction depends on the relative position of two spins and is characterized by a set of
parameters y, 8 Multiple spin interactions need not be avoided in the formalism but they are not
taken into consideration in this paper. The spins always are three-dimensional Pauli spins (D 3). The
method is not restricted to isotropic interactions (constant x S1, . 5~2),but the examples to be discussed in
section 2 refer to this type only. The spin operators S~have components that equal ~ times the Pauli
operators, representations of which can be found in many textbooks (see e.g. ref. [7] p. 206 and
appendix A).
Finite lattices of N spins are considered, but final results are always calculated in the limit N —+ cc•
Formally periodic boundary conditions are introduced in (1), but these do not play a role in the
calculations. No external fields, acting on the spins, are taken into consideration in the examples of
section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the ground-state energy of Ising and XY systems in transverse fields.
In order to stress the relation between formulas for the different examples in section 2 and the
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general formulas of this introduction the former are numbered (1-1), (2-1), (2-1.1),..., the first numeral
indicating the special example and the other numeral(s) the general expression in the Introduction.
The first step in the calculation for systems without external field is the introduction of Kadanoff cells
[1,2, 31. For a linear chain, a square lattice or a cubic lattice these cells have a simple geometry: For a
chain it is a collection of an odd number of consecutive spins (three in the simplest case), for a square
lattice it is a square (with 9 spins in the simplest case) and for a cubic lattice a corresponding cube. For
more complicated structures (cf. subsection 2.3) cells can be chosen in different ways. In every case the
lattice of cells should be isomorphic with the original lattice and every spin should pertain to one and
only one cell (see Niemeijer and van Leeuwen [8]).
This prescription results, for a given Kadanoff cell, in a subdivision of the original Hamiltonian (1)
into two parts, H0 and H’, corresponding respectively with internal interactions within cells and
interactions between cells,
H=H0+H’,
H0 = ~ H~, (2)
H’ = ~
a p
The new grid k, indicating the centres of the cells, is isomorphic with the original one i. It is constructed
from i by scaling, which, as an example, for the linear chain with cells of 3 spins corresponds with a
multiplication of the unit vector by a factor 3. The part H0 is a sum of terms H0,,. representing the
internal interactions in cell k, whereas a term ~ of H’ stands for the interactions between the cells
k and k+p.
As a next step the secular problem represented by the mutually isomorphic H0,,. should be solved
exactly. The corresponding lowest state is the direct product of a set of Kramers doublets, one per cell,
at least for suitably chosen parameters y, 8,... of the Hamiltonian H, i.e. for a dominant antifer-
romagnetic nearest-neighbour interaction. Here the restriction to an odd number of spins per cell plays
an essential role in the method. For an isotropic interaction one may choose for the lowest doublet two
states with quantum numbers ~ = ~ and m,. = ±~for cell k, the first representing the spin and the
second the magnetic quantum number for a fixed z-direction. Also for a more general type of two-spin
interaction and for suitably chosen parameters y, 8,... the lowest state is a Kramers doublet, which
also may have the label m,. = ±~in the effective-spin formalism [9,10, 11, 12]. This more general case
will not be worked out in this paper for the systems without external field, but the examples..of section 3
make use of this formalism for non-Kramers states.
The solution of the secular problem represented by H0, for the ground state, may be written
H0J0, m,.) = e0(’y, 8,. . .)I0, m,.), (3)
with the corresponding projection operator
P0= ~ I0,m,.)(0,mal. (3.1)
m~=±lI2
The quantity e0 is the energy and n the number of spins per cell.
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One could use P0 to project the total Hamiltonian H, in order to get an upper bound for its lowest
eigenvalue, because the lowest eigenvalue of a projection of H onto a subspace of the total spinor space
always gives such an upper bound. However, a transformed projection operator P1
P1 = uP0u~,
u being unitary, also gives an upper bound. As a consequence there is much freedom in the so-called
“scaling” of the Hamiltonian H. This scaling is the parallel of the partial summation in the Wilson
theory, at least under certain general conditions that will be formulated hereafter.
First of all the operator u should have the full translational symmetry of the lattice of cells, and for
the case that H only contains isotropic interactions this characteristic should be preserved in the
projection. This last symmetry can be guaranteed by taking u operators invariant for rotations in spinor
space, as is done for the example of subsection 2.4.
Secondly the range of the interactions in the scaled lattice of cells should not exceed that of the
interactions given by H in the original lattice, because the aim is to produce an image of H, in terms of
the variables corresponding with the lowest Kramers state of the cells, i.e. the spins ~~)•
Finally the value of the parameters in the Hamiltonian of the scaled problem should also correspond
with a Kramers state as the lowest level for the Kadanoff cells of spins ~~)• Otherwise it would not be
possible to repeat the scaling, at least not with the lowest energy state of the cells. Taking an other level
one would arrive at a very poor value for the upper bound of the energy.
Now the projection of H will be made more explicit in order to discuss the conditions in detail. For
the projection operator P1 the projected Hamiltonian takes the form
P1HP1 = uP0u~HuP0u~,
which happens to have the same eigenvalues as
P0u~HuP0= H”~(S~y, 8,. .
The last operator may be expressed in terms of the cell spins ge), because it is a projection onto the
subspace of Kramers states 0, m,.). The cell-spin operators are defined by
(0, m~s~)Io,mk) = (ri 6mi~ma)m:,
(0, ~ m,.) = (n 8m&m~) 6mi,m,±I, (4)
S~= S~±iS~.
Instead of the lowest eigenvalue of H one tries to find the lowest eigenvalue of Ht1~,the latter giving an
upper bound for the former. For suitably chosen P
0 and u the projected Hamiltonian H~”may be made
isomorphic with H, apart from an additive and a multiplicative constant. The actual coupling constants
in HU): y~(y, 6,. . .), 5(1)(~, 6 may have values different from y, 6 To give an example in
which isomorphism is not realized, one can remark that it is easy enough to generate four-spin terms in
H”~,starting from a simple Heisenberg Hamiltonian H This can be achieved by including four-spin
terms in u.
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If isomorphism can be realized one may write
y, 8, . . .) = o(y, 8, . . .)NI”~+ c0(y, 8, . . .) H(S~y~)(y,6, . . .), 6~
1~(y,6 ). (5)
The recipe that results in (5) may be called “scaling”. The corresponding transformation in parameter
space
= ~(l)(~~ 8, . .
(6)
is the renormalization-group transformation, shortly RG transformation. The scaling is fully determined
by the combination of the unitary transformation u and the projection operator Fo, both being
functions, in general, of the parameters y, 6 The operator JU) is the identity in the space of
Kramers states 10, mk) (cf. appendix B).
If one takes into account that also for the set {~U),6(1),. . .} a Kramers state should be the lowest
state for a cell there are restrictions as to the set {y, 8,. . .} for which the projection technique can be
used. Taking for granted that there exists a region in parameter space for which the scaling may be
performed an indefinite number of times it is possible to derive a series expansion for an upper bound
of the lowest energy per spin. In all practical examples for which calculations have been performed, and
for which scaling could be realized, this scaling results in a stable point of the RG equations. The
convergence of the corresponding series for the upper bound of the energy per spin can be easily
proved.
In this review three different families of unitary operators u are taken into consideration. The first
family simply consists of the identity operator I. A second family is formed by the operators u(a, b,...)
that are functions of a set of real parameters {a, b,. . .}. In subsection 2.4 an example is given with only
one parameter. These two families, under the conditions outlined before, lead to an upper bound for
the energy per spin in the ground state
(y, 6, . . .)  o(y, 6, . . .) + ~—~ [iic
0(y~°,6(t), . . .)]Eo(7~’~~8~,. .
s=ln (=0
y(t) = ~(l)(~(:_l), 8(t_1),
5(t) = 6(1)(y(t1), 8(t0 ~.= ~, 2, 3, . . (7)
~(O) = y, 6(0) = 8
Two remarks should be made in relation to formula (7):
(1) The functions y(t), ~ ..., in the case of the second family of unitary operators, also depend on
the set of parameters {a~’°,b~
1~ } of the corresponding operator u(a(t_l), b~’°,. . .). This results
in RG transfor ations of the form:
= y°~(a,b, . . .; y, 6, . . .), 6~’~= 6”~(a,b, . . . ; y, 6
~(2) = y”~(a”~,bu), . . VU), ~(1)
~(2) = 6”~(at”,~ . . , ~~>,(1) 6(1)
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= y ~(a~’’~,b~’—1~,. . ~ .,(t—l) ~(t_~, )
= S”~(a~’°,b~t—’~,. . _
1,(t—i) 5(1_I)
a~°~= a, b~°~= b
In (7) the minimum value for all possible sets of parameters {a~’~”,bit,. . .}, t = 1, 2, 3,. . . is chosen to
give the best, i.e. the lowest upper bound for e.
(2) Repeated scaling according to (5) gives a rest term in operator form. For the set {~(t), ~
converging to a stable point it is easy to show that this rest term gives a vanishing contribution to the
upper bound for , in the case: t—~.
As a third family of unitary operators one may take those u that are given by the Rayleigh—
Schrödinger perturbation theory in second order. These operators, however, are not exactly unitary and
the corresponding series expansion no longer gives an upper bound, because the corresponding uP0u~
no longer is an exact projection operator. The series expansion (7) should be replaced by one of the
same general form, giving an approximated value for the energy per spin in the ground state:
e(y, 6, ...) o(y, 6,. . .) + ~~ [IIco(y~~,(t) .)]Eo(V~~Sm,. . .). (8)
s=1 n =o
In section 2 five examples are discussed in detail. The linear chain with nearest and next-nearest
neighbour interactions in subsection 2.1, the Peierls-distorted chain (subsection 2.2) and the triangular
lattice (subsection 2.3) are examples for which u = I. In subsection 2.4 a variational operator u = u(a)
with one (real) parameter is used for the linear chain, as an example of the second family. Finally in 2.5
the linear chain is treated again, here with second-order perturbation theory. The approximated value
for the energy per spin in the ground state will then be given by a series of the type (8).
For every example a comparison is made with other values for  in the literature. Part of this
discussion, in particular for the linear chain, is postponed till section 4.
Analogous methods for the determination of the ground-state energy of quantum-spin systems have
been developed recently by Fields et al. [13] and Dekeyser [14].
In section 3 the work of Jullien, Pfeuty, Fields, Doniach and Penson on Ising and XY models in
transverse fields is discussed [15,16, 17]. It shows a strong analogy with the work on spin systems
without external fields, but in the RG transformation one extra parameter has to be taken into
consideration, i.e. the external magnetic field the value of which is also changed in the scaling operation.
In this review no attention is paid to any effects at temperatures T> 0.
2. Examples. Systems without external magnetic field
The examples given in this section have already been analyzed in a series of papers [18]—[22]by the
author in co-operation with many others. Recent work of other groups has been cited in the
Introduction [13, 14]. Here the examples are shown as applications of the general formalism developed
in section 1.
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2.1. Linearchain with nearestand next-nearest neighbourinteractions ;first order (van de Braak, Caspers, de
Lange and Willemse [18])
The Hamiltonian (1) of the Introduction now takes the form
H(S1y)=4~(S.S1+1+yS~.S~÷2). (1-1)
The energy has been normalized in such a way that the coupling constant for neighbour spins equals 4.
The only variable parameter y measures the ratio of the strengths of the next-nearest neighbour and of
the nearest neighbour interactions. Both are scalar interactions of the well-known Heisenberg type~
The proper Kadanoff cell for this system is an odd number of consecutive spins, and the simplest
example of such a cell contains three spins. For such cells the subdivision of the Hamiltonian according
to (2) takes the form
H= H0+H’,
H0= ~Ho,k, H0,,. =4(S3,.1 S3k +S3k . S3k+1)+
4yS3k~~l S3k+l, (1-2)
H’ = ~ H~,k+l, H~,,.÷
1= S3k+2 +
4y(S3k S3k+2 + 53k+1 S
3,.÷3).
The cell index k represents points of a grid with a unit distance that is the triple of the original unit.
For an isolated cell the secular problem, represented by one single H0,,., is easily solved. For y < 1
the ground state is a Kramers doublet J~+,m,j, m,. = ±~,the spin quantum number Sk being ~. The +
sign indicates the symmetry character for interchanging the spins at the sites 3k — 1 and 3k + 1. The
excited states are an antisymmetric doublet ~—, m,j and a (symmetric) triplet ~, m,.), which are given in
subsection 2.5.
Omitting the cell index k, one may write the symmetric doublet as
I~+, ~) -~ [21+-+)- (J-++)+ I++ —))],
f~+,—~)= ç~[21— + —) — (1+ — —) + I——
in which, as an example, the ket 1+ — +) indicates a spinor corresponding with a magnetic quantum
number +~for the spins at positions 3k ±1 and —~ for the spin at position 3k.
The eigenvalue of H0,,. corresponding with this Kramers doublet is
eo(y)= —4+ ~‘,
and the solution of the unperturbed secular problem represented by H0 is
HolO, m,.) = ~ eo(y)I0, mk), t0, m,.) = fl~+, mk). (1-3)
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The N spins of the linear system are supposed to be arranged in a closed ring, which realizes the proper
periodic boundary condition.
Now the projected Hamiltonian will be calculated. It is represented by
PJ-1P0(u = J), Po = ~ 0, mk) (0, mkl. (1-3.1)
In the projection the internal part H0 of the Hamiltonian simply gives (N13)eo(y) j(~,whereas for the
determination of P0H’P0 one needs the projections of the spin vectors S3,., S3k±1.These projections can
be expressed in terms of the vector SIP, according to the Wigner—Eckart theorem, which is discussed in
appendix C. The reader is also referred to a monograph by Edmonds [23].
For practical calculations one only needs to calculate one matrix element, e.g.
1 , 1 1 1
= ~ m,. =
from which all others maybe derived taking into account the symmetry of the positions 3k — 1 and 3k + 1
and the identity: P0(S3,._1 + S3k + S3k+l)Po = SiP. For the cell-spin operators S~general definitions are







Fig. 1. Energy per spin for the linear chain [18,21,221.
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So one finds for the projected single spin operators
POS3kPO = _~~1), P0S311±1P0= ~5j~), (1-3.2)
and the projected Hamiltonian (5), for the example on hand, takes the form
H°~(S~y) = ~(—4+ y)NJ”~+ ~(1 — y) ~ ~ç~l). s~1,
Eo(y) = ~(—4+ y) = ~eo(y), (1-5)
co(y) ~(1— y).
The transformation in parameter space or RG transformation is trivial,
y(O(y) = 0, (1-6)
and the scaled secular problem (1-5) is exactly solvable, because H~1~is the Hamiltonian of a Heisenbergchain, with only nearest-neighbour interactions, apart from an additive constant. In this example the
upper bound for  is not given as an infinite series but as a closed expression.
Making use of Huithén’s exact result [24]one finds the upper bound e~(y)for the energy per spin
(y)  ~(y)= ~(—4+ y) + ~(1— y)~(1—4 log 2) = —1.5960 + O.596Oy. (1-7)
The curve for ~(y)is drawn in fig. 1, which also gives the other approximations of the subsections 2.4
and 2.5, together with other results in the literature. Detailed comparison between the different values
is postponed till section 4.
2.2. Peierls-distorted chain (van de Braak, Caspers, Wiegel and Willemse [19])
In a spin chain with the possibility of elastic deformation and a spin coupling that depends on the
mutual displacements, spontaneous deformation, in particular dimerization, may occur [25]—[321.Here
only the dimerized or Peierls-distorted chain is taken into consideration. In the Peierls-distorted linear
chain of N spins there is an alternating coupling constant for nearest-neighbour pairs, depending on a
distortion parameter ~. The corresponding Hamiltonian (1), in which next-nearest-neighbour inter-
actions etc. are not taken into account, has the form
H(S; ~) = —J
0 ~ (1 + ~i~)S . ~ J0 <0. (2-1)
The distortion results in a classical elastic energy of the lattice
E,(~)=N~,~
2, ~=yz1, (2-1.1)
the kinetic energy of the lattice not being taken into consideration in the evaluation of the energy of the
ground state of the total system. In formula (2-1.1) the parameter ii is the displacement of the lattice
points in an absolute sense, the relative change of the coupling constants in (2-1) being a linear function
of this parameter. The lattice distortion has a wavelength of two elementary distances and results in a
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doubling of the cell: consecutive lattice points are shifted in opposite directions. The spin interaction
again is of the well-known isotropic Heisenberg type.
Peierls distortion has been analyzed in a number of papers by Pincus [251,Beni and Pincus [26],
Dubois and Carton [271,Beni [28],Pytte [29],Jacobs et a!. [30],Penson et a!. [31] and Cross and Fisher
[32]. In this subsection the notation of ref. [31] is used. Quite independently from the author RG
methods have been applied to dimerized chains by Fields, Blöte and Bonner [13].For Kadanoff cells of
three spins the subdivision of the Hamiltonian for this system may be written as
H = H0+H’,
H0 = ~ Ho,k, H0,,, = —J~[(1 — (....)ke)53,,_1 . S~+ (1 + ~ S3,.+1], (2-2)
H’= ~ H~,,.+1, H~,,,+1= —J0(1 — (—)~)S3,.÷I•S3k+2.




±(1 + 3e2)1”2) (S~~=
For all (real) ~ the lowest level is the doublet with energy ~J
0(1+ (1 + 3~2)h/2)because J0 <0.
The corresponding eigenstates are
~, ±~),. [~2a,.~±~±),. ±(a,.+\/~/3,,)I+±±),.±(a,.—‘~313,.)J±±~)k],
Ilk
— ~ (1 + ~ —(1 + -q2)”2)”2’
— 1 l—(l+~~)”2 — k
13k V2(1+n~~_(1+n~)hh12)h/2~ Ilk — (—) ~ 3.
The kets I+ — +)k etc. with a subscript referring to the kth cell have the same definition as in the
Introduction. So the internal energy of a cell in its ground state,
eo(~)= ~J
0(1+ (1 + 3~2)1I2)
is independent of the cell index k and the solution of the secular problem represented by H0 is
H010, mk) = ~ eo(e)I0, mk), lO, m,.) fi I~,mk)k. (2-3)
For the scaling of the Hamiltonian in this example again the projection operator P0,
~ I0,m,.)(0,m,,I, (2-3.1)
m~-.±1/2
will be used, corresponding with the trivial unitary transformation, u = I.
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The projected spin operators, written in terms of cell spins, are
POS3,,PO = ~(—a~+ 3/3~)S~P, P0S3,,±1P0= ~ak(ak ±
and the projected Hamiltonian reads
H”~(SS~~) = 0(e)NI”~+ co(~)H(S~ ~(l)(~))
= ~J0(1+ (1 + 3~2)t/2) = ~eo(~), (2-5)
co(~)= [1+ 3~2 (3~2)1/2]2 [1+ ~2 — (1 ~2)(1 + 3~2)h/2],
with a transformed distortion parameter ~1)(~)
— — — 2 6S ‘~S) ~ 1+~2_(1_~2)(1+3~2)hh12. -
Careful inspection shows that projection indeed results in proper scaling with the correct symmetry of
H°~:The distortion for adjacent pairs of cell spins has opposite sign as a consequence of the number of
spins per cell being odd.
Again the scaling procedure leading to H~°may be repeated indefinitely, yielding an upper bound
for the ground-state energy per spin
(e) ~*(~)= ~ (~J~co(~)) ~~(~(s))
i(s) = ~ I~ICo(~’~)= 1, (2-7)
~(0)
The actual Peierls distortion is determined by the minimum of the total energy per spin, including the
elastic energy (2-1.1), i.e. the minimum of
w(~)= ~*(~)~El(4) = ~*(~)+~5~~2 (2-7.1)
Numerical results [19]of the renormalization method for the Peierls-distorted chain are shown in four
graphs and three tables. First of all fig. 2 shows the graph of J’(~),the function that determines the RG
transformation. Restriction is made to the interval [0,1.5] for ~ because 1(e) is an odd function.
Asymptotic values of F(~)are
F(~)——4e (~_*0)
F(~)-~—2/V3 = —1.1547 (e—~co).
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Fig. 2. The function F(~)[19]. Fig. 3. The ground-state energy per spin ~*(~) [19].
The renormalization gives a change of sign of the distortion parameter: Fixed points of the RG
transformation are given by the equation F(~)= —~ which for ~  0 has the solutions ~ = 0, 1. The
stable point W’i = 1 is reached, with sufficient accuracy, after a reasonable number of transformations,
for all values ~~0) e in the interval [0, 1.5]. The values of ~*(~),given by (2-7), are shown in fig. 3 and in
table 1, for a coupling constant J0 = —4.
For the fixed points one finds the values *(0) = —~ = —1.5652 and ~(1)= —3. For the calculation of
table 1 and the other numerical results of thissubsection usehas been made of a Wang 500 deskcalculator.
The function *(~)is monotonic for ~> 0. Its behaviour for ~ ~ 0 is determined by a characteristic
exponent a, which is calculated in the following lines.
Table 1
as a function of ~ [19]
~
0 —1.565217 (=— i~i) 0.8 —2.699697
0.1 —1.659742 0.9 —2.849966
0.2 —1.792566 1.0 —3
0.3 —1.938978 1.1 —3.150028
0.4 —2.091136 1.2 —3.300204
0.5 —2.244506 1.3 —3.450625
0.6 —2.397225 1.4 —3.601343
0.7 —2.548894 1.5 —3.752386
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First three new functions are introduced (cf. (2-5))
e*(e) ~*(~) ~*(O). ~*(~)+~
= co(~)— co(0) = Co(~)—
— 4
= ~) — °(0)= ~) +
The function ~*(~), according to (2-7), obeys the relation
— ~0(e)= ~c0(e)*(e(I)) ~(1) =
which in terms of the new functions ~ Eo and i0 reads
— e0(e) = —~e0(~)+ (~,+ ~e~)) g*(~Q)). (2-7.2)
Introducing the characteristic exponent a by i~(~)k1I~f”(III —~0), one easily determines the dominant
terms in (2-7.2) for small J~j.Doing so one finds
I 31n3 —?~lç — 27I~.1~ ç a — ~-~——~ — —
Because a <2 the term io(~) of the left-hand side and the terms corresponding with e0(~)of the
right-hand side of (2-7.2) do not contribute to the dominant part. The value of a, found in this way, is
confirmed by the numerical results given in table 1.
For large values of ~, ~1) = F(~) —2/V’~,co(e) ~s/~ and e0(e) —~V’~,thus
= o(~)+ ~co(e)~*(~(1)) [—~v’~+ . ~ = —1.56960g.
The minimum value of the function w(~)given by (2-7.1) is easily determined numerically from the
results for *(~).The value ~ of ~, for which this minimum is reached, as a function of w~/y
2,is given in
fig. 4 and table 2.
The final graph in fig. 5 is that of w(~o),the minimal energy of the distorted chain, as a function of
the elastic constant w
0/y
2. Table 3 gives the corresponding numerical values, together with those for
In the approximation for the ground state of the Peierls chain given here, there is a finite distortion
for all non-zero values of wo/’y2, as a consequence of the characteristic exponent a being smaller than 2,
consequently t9w/3~<0 for ~ =0.
In the normalization of this paper Hulthén’s result [24] equals H(O)= 1 —41n2 = —1.7726. The
renormalization method gives w (to) < EH(O) for co~/y2< 1.994, so that for these values of coo/y2 there is
a strong indication that Peierls distortion occurs for the exact ground state, because the value of w(~
0),
being an upper bound for the exact energy, is smaller than Huithén’s result. This last result corresponds
with an undistorted chain.
For the rigid lattice (w0 -+ oo) the method of this subsection may be easily improved. Here one finds
eo = 0 and the corresponding value of ~ equals: —36/23 = —1.5652, whereas, even in the rather simple
approximation of subsection 2.1 a better value is found: ~(0)= —1.5960, still showing a discrepancy of
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Fig. 4. The distortion parameter ~ofor minimum energy, as a function Fig. 5. The minimal energy w(~o)as a function of us/v2 [191.
of us/v2 [19].
11% with the exact value of Hulthén. The variational method of subsection 2.4 gives the same value as
this subsection, whereas in 2.5 an overestimate of the absolute value of (0) is found with second-order
perturbation calculus.
The renormalization results for ~, given in fig. 4 and table 2 may be compared with those of Pincus
[25]and Beni [28]. In the first paper the analogous problem for the XY model is solved exactly,
resulting in ~ exp(—ircoo/4y2) (~4 1), expressed in terms of the corresponding constants in the
analysis of the present work. For the Heisenberg interaction in the Hartree—Fock approximation it was
found in ref. [28] that ~ exp(—a) (~°4 1), where a = 2a/[1 + (1 + 8a/ir)U2] and a = lTcoo/4y2.
Pytte [29] has analyzed the Peierls distortion for a linear antiferromagnetic chain in interaction with
three-dimensional phonons. Jacobs et al. [30]have given a survey of the energy lowering of the ground
state near the uniform limit (~= 0): For the XY model it goes like ~2 In ~ [25,27] and for the
Table 2 Table 3
eo as a function of 00/v2 [191 w(~o)and *(eo) as a function of 00/v2 [191
us/v2 ~o 00/v2 ~o u0/y2 w(~o) ~*(~~) us/v2 w(~o) ~(~)
0.5 1.5125 1.5 0.5104 0.5 —2.6275 —3.7713 1.5 —1.8697 —2.2604
0.6 1.2536 2.0 0.3826 0.6 —2.4379 —3.3807 2.0 —1.7717 —2.0645
0.7 1.0714 2.5 0.3007 0.7 —2.3036 —3.1071 2.5 —1.7140 —1.9400
0.8 0.9377 3.0 0.2436 0.8 —2.2031 —2.9066 3.0 —1.6772 —1.8552
0.9 0.8351 3.5 0.2021 0.9 —2.1248 —2.7525 3.5 —1.6526 —1.7956
1.0 0.7538 4.0 0.1713 1.0 —2.0619 —2.6301 4.0 —1.6352 —1.7526
1.1 0.6877 4.5 0.1477 1.1 —2.0101 —2.5303 4.5 —1.6226 —1.7208
1.2 0.6327 5.0 0.1293 1.2 —1.9666 —2.4469 5.0 —1.6130 —1.6966
1.3 0.5859 5.5 0.1145 1.3 —1.9295 —2.3758 5.5 —1.6056 —1.6777
1.4 0.5456 1.4 —1.8975 —2.3143
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Heisenberg model in the HF approximation like ~2(In~ [28,29], whereas in the first-order ap-
proximation presented here one finds ~1.37744~
2.3. Triangular lattice (van de Braak, Caspers and Willemse [20])
The calculations for the triangular lattice show a great resemblance with those for the linear chain of
subsection 2.1. The central problem for this two-dimensional example is the optimal choice for the
Kadanoffcells. In fig. 6 a hexagon, with vertices 1, 2, . . . , 6, is drawn as a representative of the cells used
in the calculations of this subsection.
The choice made for the cells, not at all a trivial problem for this example, is determined by the
following conditions, partly discussed in the Introduction:
(1) They should contain an odd number of spins (S = ~). For a wide range of values of the coupling
constants this results in a single Kramers doublet as the lowest state. For special spin systems in which
two sublattices maybe distinguished, with an antiferromagnetic interaction between nearest neighbours,
it was proved by Lieb and Mattis [6] that the lowest level always corresponds with minimal S value. In
the more general case only Kramers’ theorem can be formulated (cf. appendix B).
(2) The lattice of cells should be isomorphous with the original lattice.
(3) The calculations should be manageable, which condition severely restricts the number of spins
per cell.
To make clear why the cells of fig. 6 are chosen the Hamiltonian of the spin lattice is introduced first.
Only the case of nearest-neighbour interactions is considered, with restriction to interactions of the
isotropic Heisenberg type. Under these conditions the Hamiltonian is
H=J~S,~S,, J>0, (3-1)(iJ)
:0000.,: — —\ .
0 0
0 0
— —< < :. > ~ • 0 0 •
/ \ \ 0 / 0
<0 o 0 o ~ 00 o o\. — _./ ,.. —
00 \ 0 / 00 / 00 \
o o 5 4 o 0
— ~ ~P\ <0 0 0 0 S >: / \ \ /





— . . . — — — arrangement 1
arrangement 2
Fig. 6. Kadanoff cells in a triangular lattice [201.
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the symbol (4 j) denoting a pair of nearest neighbours on the triangular lattice. The restriction to
antiferromagnetic systems implies J> 0.
The simplest choice for a Kadanoff cell of triangular symmetry, obeying conditions (2) and (3), is the
smallest possible equilateral triangle. But for the given interaction this results in a quartet as the lowest
state, i.e. two Kramers doublets (cell spin S”~= ~) of the same energy. The simplest alternative, with
one single Kramers doublet as its lowest state, is a hexagon of 7 spins, including the central spin. In fig.
6 this choice is shown as the hexagon with the numbered vertices. Constructing the lattice of cells and
starting with an arbitrary site of the original lattice one can place this site in 7 different ways in a cell.
There are two different arrangements for the surrounding cells, as is shown in the same figure.
Consequently each scaling may be performed in 14 different ways, each way resulting in an isomorphous
secular problem for the lattice of cells. This secular problem, apart from the value of its only coupling
constant is also isomorphous with the original one (3-1).
For the linear chain and the square and cubic lattices the only freedom is in the choice of the first
cell, at least for cells of the simplest type, i.e. rows of consecutive spins, squares and cubes. So far it is
not clear if there is any relation between this greater freedom in the renormalization procedure for the
triangular lattice and the complications of the geometrical properties of its ground state suggested by
Anderson [33] and Fazekas and Anderson [34]. These authors question the existence of sublattices
corresponding with a conventional Néel state, in the ground state of the triangular antiferromagnet.
The ground state of a single cell is constructed from a stationary state of the corresponding hexagon
without central spin, because the energy of this ring and its total spin are constants of motion for the
total cell. An elementary quantum-mechanical calculation, based on the algebraic properties of the spin
discussed in appendix A, shows that in the ground state of the cell the spin of the ring S equals 1, and
the total spin S~”equals ~. The energy is
e0= —(2+~\/~)J.
The ground state is invariant for the discrete rotations about the hexagonal axis.
Now “scaling” is performed by writing the projected spins of the hexagons in terms of their cell
spins. For the spins at positions 1,2, . . . , 6 (cf. fig. 6) of cell k the projection equals: ~ The central
spin does not play a role in the interaction between cells in first order. Taking into account that there
are three pairs of interacting spins for two neighbouring cells one finds an effective interaction between
these cells in their lowest state of the form: 3(2/9)
2JS~. 5(1) The indices k and I for the cells refer to
the scaled grid, already discussed in the Introduction.
Making use of the energy per cell e
0 and the projected interaction between the cells one immediately
finds the scaled Hamiltonian W
1~
H”~(S~P)= —~N(2+ !~/~)JJ(1)+ ~ . S~. (3-5)
In this example the RG transformation is given by
(3-6)
Repeated scaling results in the following upper bound for the energy per spin in the lowest state
~ —~(2+~\/~)[1+~.~+(~ +. . . .1J= —i
48(2+~\/~)J=—0.45506J. (3-7)
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This value should be compared with numerical results of the authors already cited [33,34]. First of all
there is the expectation value of the energy per spin for the pure Néel state with three different
sublattices with magnetizations at an angle of 120°to each other. In this Néel state the expectation value
of all spins of one sublattice equals ~in the direction of its magnetization. The expectation value of the
energy per spin equals: —0.375J [33]. It may also be looked at as the exact energy of the classical
ground state. The same value is found for the so called “pair-bond state” [33] and it is an upper bound
for the exact quantum-mechanical value. But the result (3-7) of the renormalization method gives an
improvement of more than 20% as a rigorous upper bound.
Anderson [33] also gives results of rough calculations of the effects of zero-point fluctuations of spin
waves. On the basis of techniques used by Stern [35]and Kubo [36] he finds: (—0.463 ±0.007)1
Calculations for a so called “railroad trestle”, as an extrapolation of the results for small systems, give:
(—0.490±0.005)J [33], as a rough estimate for the energy per spin in the triangular lattice. As a further
extrapolation from linear chain, via railroad trestle, Anderson gives the value (—0.54±0.01)1 More
detailed calculations for very large clusters with fluctuating pair bonds produce the value: —0.46J [34].
Comparison of the different values in the literature with the result of the renormalization technique
given in (3-7), clearly demonstrates the usefulness of this technique, especially for the evaluation of
rigorous upper bounds.
2.4. Linear chain; variational method (van de Braak, Caspers, Gragert and Willemse [22])
The example of this subsection is again the linear chain with Hamiltonian (1-1). Now a nontrivial
unitary operator u will be introduced, whereas the projection operator P0 will be the same as in
subsection 2.1. The first part of the calculation will be again the determination of the scaled
Hamiltonian
P0u~HuP0= H~”(S~y).
The operator u in this example contains a real parameter a. Repeated scaling results in a series of type
(7), containing an infinite number of (variable) parameters a, one for every scaling phase. Varying this
set of parameters a lowest upper bound for the energy per spin will be found.
The projection operator P0 corresponds to the lowest Kramers doublets of Kadanoff cells of three
spins. Its explicit form may be found in subsection 2.1. The operator u is chosen to be a product of
factors pertaining to pairs of neighbouring cells, all factors commuting with each other
u(a)=flu(k,a),
u(k, a) = exp[i2a(S3,,±1 . S3,.÷2+ -iI)] = exp[iaP(3k + 1, 3k + 2)].
In these expressions a is the real parameter already mentioned, and for a = 0 the trivial case u(0) = I
results, which reduces the projected Hamiltonian H”~to the one of subsection 2.1. The factor u(k, a)
couples the kth cell (with spins:
53k—1, 53k and S3k+1) with the (k + 1)rst cell (spins: 53k+2, 53k+3 andS
3,.+4).
The two-spin operators P are well-known spin-exchange operators [37,38], with the properties
P
1(1, 2) = P~(1,2) = P(1, 2),
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P(1,2)S1P(1,2)=S2, P(1,2)S2P(1,2)=S1,
[Si, P(1, 2)] = —[52, P(1, 2)] = —2i(S1 x 52).
In the first line the symbol + denotes the hermitean adjoint and consequently the P are hermitean as
well as unitary.
From these general properties of spin-exchange operators it follows in a straightforward way
u(k, a) = cos a I+ 2i sin a (S3k+1 ~ +~I) = cos a I+ i sina P(3k + 1,3k + 2),
[u(a),5
2]=0, ~
It should be stressed that u(a) has the full translational symmetry of the lattice of cells. This guarantees
the same symmetry for HU).
The first step in the actual calculation of Ht1~is the determination of the transformed Hamiltonian
u~Hu,for which one has to know the transformed operators for the individual spins. The transformed
Hamiltonian may then be found on the basis of the general property
u~ABu= u~Auu~Bu,
A and B being two operators in the spinor space of the total system. The transformed operatbrs for cell




u~(a)S3k+1 u(a) = cos
2 a 53k+1 + sin2 a 53k+2 + 2 cos a sin a(S3k+1 )( S3k÷2),
u~(a)S3k_1 u(a) = cos2 a 53k—i + sin2 a 53k—2 —2 cos a sin a (S3k
2 X S3k_1).
Now, after tedious calculations, the transformed operators corresponding to the different terms in H,
i.e. the internal interactions in one cell H0,,. and the interactions between two neighbouring cells H~,,,÷1,
both given in (1-2), are found to be
u(a)~H0,,, u(a) = 4{[cos
2 a 53k—I + sin2 aS3k2 —2 cos a sin a (S3k—2 X 53k—i)] 53~
+ S
3~ [cos
2a 53k±l + sin2 a 53k+2 + 2 cos a sin a (S3k÷1X S3k+2)]
+ y[cos2 a 53k—1 + sin2 a 53k—2 —2 cos a sin a (S3k—2X S3k—1)]
[cos2a 53k+l + sin2 a S3k+2 + 2 cos a sin a (S3k+1 X S3k+2)]},
u(a)~H~,,.+
1u(a) = 4(53k+1
53k+2 + 7{53k [cos2a 53k+2 + sin2 a S3k+l
—2 cos a sin a (S
3,,÷1x S3k+2)] + [cos
2a 53k+l + sin2 a 53k+2
+ 2 cos a sin a (S3k÷1X S3k±2)] S3k±3}).
The final step in the general scheme of section 1 is the projection of the transformed Hamiltonian with a
projector P
0. which, for this example, was introduced in subsection 2.1. There the projection of the
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linear expressions in terms of spin operators were already given, but here one also has to know the
projections of the dyadic forms 53k53k, S3kS3k+l etc...., which appear in the transformed parts of theHamiltonian: u(a)~H
0,,. u(a) and u(a)~H~,,.+1u(a). For the definition of dyadic forms, the reader is
referred to ref. [39]. Elementary quantum-mechanical calculations result in the equivalent dyadic
expressions in terms of the cell spins given in table 4. The general definition of cell spins is given in the
Introduction, formula (4).
The symbol 1 in table 4 denotes the unit dyadic with elements: 1~=
Now the projected Hamiltonian H~
1~can be calculated and the relevant parameters co, c
0 and -/~are
most conveniently expressed in terms of x = cos
2 a,
H”~(S~y) = o(x, y) NI”~+ c
0(x, y) H(S~’~y~°(x,y)),
0(x, y) = —~[y+ (1 — y)x — ~yx2], (4-5)
co(x, ,‘) = ~x[(1+ ,‘)— 2yx], x = cos
2 a,
the parameter y”~(x,y) being determined by the RG transformation
(I) — i (1 — x) (3— x) 4—6
V (x~v)_3vX[(l+Y)
2VX]. ( )
In the scaling procedure there is the freedom to give the parameter a any real value, and consequently
x any value between 0 and 1. The parameter a should be real as a consequence of the restriction to
unitary operators u(a).
This scaling procedure may again be repeated an unlimited number of times, resulting in a series of
the type given in (7). This time the series depends on an infinite number of parameters a~’~or
= ~ a~°,one for every scaling,
0(x, y) + ~ ~‘ [iico(xt’~,~ eo(xt’~,y(S)),
= y(l)(x(t~),~(nl)), t = 1, 2, 3, . . .
= x, ~~0)= ~‘ (4-7)
0x~1, 1=0,1,2,3
The minimum value of the upper bound in (4-7) will be denoted by ~*(y)
(y) < ~*(y) = Mm {o(x, y) + ~ 4 [‘1c
0(x~,y(t))] 0(x~,v~)}~ x~°~= x. (4-7.1)
s=1 t~0
Table 4
Projected operators for cell k [18,221
POS3kPO =
P5S35±1P0=
PGS3SSSkPO = —isl~~sS.’~+ P~35S3t±iPo= P,$35±lS3kPo=
P,,S3t±,S35±1P0= + ~i P~,S3k±lS3k~1Po=
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Making the hypothesis that the minimum is attained for values of the xW for which the coefficients
co(x~’~,(r))  0, one easily derives the following equation for *(y)
= Mm [e0(x,y) + ~c0(x,y) *(y~~(x,y))]. (4-7.2)
So far no attention has been paid to the possible convergence of the series for ~*(~). The exact solution
of (4-7.1), however, corresponds to a geometrical series for every y, apart from an additive constant.
The convergence of this series then follows in an elementary way.
One may also raise the question whether or not the RG equation for the minimum, ~
y(x~’
t~,~ gives a Kramers doublet as the lowest level for a cell, if ~(:—i) corresponds to such an
arrangement of the levels, i.e. y(t) < 1 for ~/t1) < 1. However, even for one or more yt°>1, (4-7.1) still
gives an upper bound and the scaling method is not absolutely restricted by the order of the levels, but
one may doubt about its usefulness if the lowest level is not a Kramers doublet.
The formula (4-7.2) certainly gives an upper bound for (y), because it corresponds to a special
choice for the x~°in (4-7.1). In the mathematical determination of ~*(y) the condition c
0(x, ‘v)  0 was
omitted, in first instance. It turned out, however, that the solution found in this way obeyed this
constraint.
The solution of (4-7.2) was found in two steps: First it was derived in the neighbourhood of y = 0,
which gives a linear expression in y. This linear expression was then used as a first step in an iteration
procedure. This procedure, performed on a DEC10 electronic computer, turned out to be rapidly
converging and its result could be represented in an analytic way. This analytic solution was found to
obey the equation for *(y) exactly, the minimum being conceived as a relative one.
From the expression for y”~(x,y) in (4-6) one immediately derives that ~y
t1~(x,0) = 0 (x  0) and
excluding the value x =0 one finds the following equation for  *(0)
e*(0) = Mm [o(x, 0) + ~co(x,0) *(0)],
x,’0
which can be solved in an elementary way to give
*(0)=_~, £(0)=1.
Here the function £(y) is introduced, representing the value of x for which the minimum in (4-7.2) is
reached. For y =0 there is a boundary extremum for the variable x = 1 and making the hypothesis
£(y) 1 in a finite interval with y = 0 as an interior point one finds the solution
* 1 * 36 13
~ (“) = ~(1,y)+ sco(1, y) (0) = ~ (4-7.3)
This expression may be used as a zero-order solution for all (real) values of y and the equation (4-7.2)
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Table 5
Analytic solution for ‘(v) [22]
1458 36 13
—~<v<vI~j~ (y)—~+~v, x(y)=1
262441 33192 4428220 - 1458—922vvI<v<v2=O.77487 (v) 35351y~35351 2863431 ~‘ x(v)’~ 1537v
69 * 92 1 680 46072 - 138— 1707
v2<v<v3=~ (y)=—~--+~—~~y, x(v)=
i(v)0
On the basis of this knowledge the analytic solution could be reconstructed in a straightforward way, as
will be discussed shortly. The complete solution is given in table 5. The continuous curve for *(y)
consists of two straight lines and two hyperbolic parts. The values Vi, 72 and 73 correspond with
boundaries between two adjacent parts, 72 being the largest root of the quadratic equation:
189914372— 23893927 + 711180 = 0.
The function i(y) is continuous with the exception of the point V = 72, for which there is a finite
discontinuity. A rather lengthy, but elementary argument shows that the same is true for dE*/dy.
The curve *(V) is shown in fig. 1, together with the results for the linear chain found with other
approximations. Having found the analytic solution of table 5 it is easy to prove that this solution obeys
eq. (4-7.2), in such a sense that for each of the four parts of the curve, ~(V) represents a local minimum,
which is a boundary extremum for y < Vt and y> V3. The function V”~(y),y) maps the interval
[V’~72] on an interval [0,y2], which is part of [0,Vi], whereas it maps [V2, V3] on [p2, cc], the latter being
part of [V3,co] Naively starting from the analytic solution in the interval [0,Vi] one could construct a
series of adjacent intervals for y  0, each mapped on its left neighbour by the algebraic solution of the
minimum problem (4-7.2)
f- [o(x, V) + ~c
0(x,y) *(V~)(x,V))] = 0, 0  x  1,
which defines the function ~ The endpoints Vi, V(2), 73),... of the intervals are mapped on each
other, i.e. 0 is the image of Vi~Vi of 7(2), etc. etc.
This was indeed the first approach to the solution of (4-7.2) but it turned out, in the numerical
calculations, that for V> V2 this analytic solution does not represent the absolute minimum. One can
construct an analogous procedure starting from the interval [V3, cc] and this results in a mapping to the
right. The last procedure, however, gives a lower value for *(y), for V> V2.
In table 6 numerical values for ~* are given, based on the formulas of table 5. A comparison with the
results of subsections 2.1 and 2.5 is given in section 4.
2.5. Linear chain; second order (van de Braak, Caspers, de Lange and Willemse [18,21])
All the information about the secular problem for the linear chain has been given already in
subsection 2.1. Also in this subsection nearest neighbour and next-nearest neighbour interactions are
taken into consideration. Once again the analysis is based on Kadanoff cells of three spins and the total
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Table 6
as a function of v [22]
v 7 6° 7
—1.00 —2.13043 0.25 —1.42391 72=0.77487 —1.21746
—0.95 —2.10217 0.30 —1.39565 0.78 —1.22428
—0.90 —2.07391 0.35 —1.36739 0.79 —1.23810
—0.85 —2.04565 0.40 —1.33913 0.80 —1.25263
—0.80 —2.01739 0.45 —1.31087 0.81 —1.26783
—0.75 —1.98913 0.50 —1.28261 v~=~ —1.27059
—0.70 —1.96087 0.55 —1.25435 0.82 —1.28348
—0.65 —1.93261 y~= —1.23009 0.83 —1.29913
—0.60 —1.90435 0.60 —1.22626 0.84 —1.31478
—0.55 —1.87609 0.61 —1.22144 0.85 —1.33043
—0.50 —1.84783 0.62 —1.21728 0.86 —1.34609
—0.45 —1.81957 0.63 —1.21374 0.87 —1.36174
—0.40 —1.79130 0.64 —1.21079 0.88 —1.37739
—0.35 —1.76304 0.65 —1.20841 0.89 —1.39304
—0.30 —1.73478 0.66 —1.20657 0.90 —1.40870
—0.25 —1.70652 0.67 —1.20525 0.91 —1.42435
—0.20 —1.67826 0.68 —1.20442 0.92 —1.44000
—0.15 —1.65000 0.69 —1.20406 0.93 —1.45565
—0.10 —1.62174 0.70 —1.20415 0.94 —1.47130
—0.05 —1.59348 0.71 —1.20468 0.95 —1.48696
0 —1.56522 0.72 —1.20562 0.96 —1.50261
0.05 —1.53696 0.73 —1.20696 0.97 —1.51826
0.10 —1.50870 0.74 —1.20868 0.98 —1.53391
0.15 —1.48043 0.75 —1.21077 0.99 —1.54957
0.20 —1.45217 0.76 —1.21321 1.00 —1.56522
0.77 —1.21599
Hamiltonian (1-1) is subdivided according to (1-2). Consequently the solution of the secular problem in
zero-order is given by (1-3).
The important difference with subsection 2.1 lays in the choice of the projection operator P1 and the
corresponding unitary operator u, which are given now by Rayleigh—Schrödinger perturbation theory in
second order. The perturbation problem is degenerate, but it can be solved formally along the same
lines as a non-degenerate problem. The formulation of the non-degenerate problem and its solution for
the energy is given in many textbooks: Here the reader is referred to Thouless [40]chapter IV, formulas
(4.7) and (4.8). The solution (5-5) is discussed in elementary texts under the heading: Removal of
degeneracy in second order [41].
For the degenerate problem the unperturbed ground state may be represented by the set 0, p) and the
exact ground state is one of a set pp). Both sets are composed of 2N13 states, being the total number of
Kramers states for cells of three spins. The states I~)and their corresponding energy eigenvalues E0 are




(E0 — W0)o~= (0, p~H’~q).
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These formulas are a straightforward generalization of (4.7) and (4.8) of ref. [40].Here I is the identity
operator and W0 the unperturbed ground-state energy given by (1-3), i.e.: W0 = (N/3)eo(V). The
operator P0 projects on the set of states ~0,p) and H0 and H’ are the parts of the Hamiltonian defined in
(1-2). The states ~0,p) are linear combinations of the states t0, m~)chosen in such a way that (0,pIH’lq)
is diagonal. This last condition defines a secular problem that gives the eigenvalues E0, the lowest of
which being the (exact) ground-state energy. The first formula, defining fp) in terms of 0, p) gives, in
principle, the unitary operator u, but it is not necessary for the scaling procedure to give an explicit
expression for this operator.
In the approximation in second order, used in this subsection, the state ~q)in the second formula
(5-1 .1), is replaced by its first-order approximation, which follows from the first formula. This results in
the secular problem
— 0 ,
(E0 — W0)ö~= (0,plH 10, q) + (0, pJH W0 — H0H 0, q). (5-1.2)
The states 0, p), 10, q),... being linear combinations of the states fO, mk), this secular problem may be
conveniently formulated in terms of the cell-spin operators 5~P.These cell-spin operators were defined
generally in the Introduction, formula (4). Here the cell index k has to be replaced by k.
From formula (5-1.2) it immediately follows that the eigenvalues .E0, in this approximation, are the
eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian H~’~defined by
H°~(S~y) = W0I°~+ P01-I’P0 + P0I-I’ ~O—2~-0H’P0. (55)
The evaluation of H~
1~results again in an expression of the type (5), i.e. the Hamiltonian is properly
scaled: The original Hamiltonian is reproduced for the cells, apart from the value of the parameter y.
This “scaling” is a consequence of a suitable combination of the original Hamiltonian and the
approximation method. If the perturbation calculus is performed up to and including the third order,
this would spoil this “scaling” property, because other interaction terms than the scalar spin coupling
between nearest and next-nearest neighbour cells would appear in H°~.
Because H”~is determined by second-order perturbation calculus it generally does not give an upper
bound for the energy of the ground state. Repeated scaling in this example results in a series of the type
given in formula (8). The method for the evaluation of H~1~is the parallel of the spin-Hamiltonian
formalism for electron-spin resonance, extensively discussed in the literature (Pryce [9], Abragam and
Pryce [10],Bleany and Stevens [11] and Caspers [12]).
In the actual evaluation of H(i) for the linear chain only the third term: P
0H’{(I — P0)I(W0 — H0)}H’Po
has to be determined here, because the sum of the first two terms has been given already in (1-5), i.e.
the first-order approximation of ~
The different parts of this third term, representing contributions of second order in H’, correspond with
different excited states of individual cells. These excitations are effected by the terms H~,,÷1of (1-2),
coupling neighbouring cells.
So the intermediate states, selected by the projection operator I — P0, can only correspond with one
excited cell or with a pair of neighbouring cells, both in excited states.
For the calculations it is necessary to give all the stationary states of the individual cells for the
Hamiltonian of zero order H0, also given in (1-2). The lowest Kramers doublet was already given in
subsection 2.1, but here a complete list of stationary states is shown in table 7, omitting the cell index k.
For this set m, representing m,~for the kth cell, is chosen to be a good quantum number.
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Table 7









The nomenclature used for the kets 1+ — —) etc., was already introduced in subsection 2.1. The states
fall apart into three groups corresponding with two doublets: l~+,m) and ~—, m) and one quartet:
~,m). For the two doublets the total spin S(i) for a cell equals ~and for the quartet
5(i) = ~. The energy
is given in the last column and it is clear that the lowest level corresponds with ~+,m) for V < 1.
Calculations are restricted to y < 1, corresponding with a well-defined lowest doublet, also after
repeated scaling, i.e. V~°< 1, t = 1, 2,... (cf. formulas (6) and (8)). The ± sign in the kets l~±,m)
indicates the symmetry character of the states for the interchanging of the spins at positions 3k — 1 and
3k + 1 in cell k.
The determination of the second-order part of H(i) goes in two steps. First an expression for
{(I — P0)I( Wo — H0)}H’P0 is given in terms of one- and two-cell excitations
= ~ {_~+ 4V~2~
1~~+ —6 P
312Qc) + 2(—4+ 4V) P112~112.(k,k + 1)
+ 101+ 4 [P112,312(k,k +1) + ~312,112(k,k + 1)1
+ 2(16)P312,312(k, k + 1)}H’ 1”I P~,2+(k’). (5-5.1)
In formula (5-5.1) the projection operator P112÷(k’)projects on the lowest doublet for cell k’. The
projection operators P112.(k) and P312(k) project on the product space of the lowest doublets for all
cells, with the exception of cell k, for which it projects on the doublet l~—~m,.), respectively the quartet
~,m,,). The .~112112(k,k + 1), P112...,312(k, k + 1), etc.... correspond in an analogous way to double
excitations of the neighbour cells k and k + 1. The energy denominators in (5-5.1) immediately follow
from table 7.
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Table 8
Projected operators for cell k [18]
Pi,2+(k) S3k P112+(k) = —~(S3k—1+ S3k + S3k+1) P112+(k) = ~~s[/)Pi,2+(k)




P112_(k) ~ P112+(k) = ±~(—S351+ S35+1) P112+(k)
P30(k)
53k P
112+(k) = + 4S3k + 535+1) P112+(k)P312(k) S~~±iP112+(k) = —I(53k—1 +
453k + S
35+1) P,12+(k)





112+(k), P112(k) S3k P~12+(k)
the projection operators P112(k) and P312(k) being defined in an analogous way as the P112+(k).
It should be stressed that the effective operators in the right-hand members in table 8 are chosen in
such a way that they select the proper final multiplet, I~+,m,~),~—, mk) or ~ mk). The 5~again
corresponds with the cell spin of cell k.
With the help of table 8 and the expression forH
1 in (1-2) the different projected parts of H’ are easily
evaluated. The results are listed in table 9.
In the second step of the determination of H~1~in second order one has to determine projected
operators like
fi P
112+(k”) H’ P112(k) ~ H0 P112...(k) H’ [JP~12+(k’),etc...., (5-5.2)
representing different intermediate excitations. With the results of table 9 the different expressions




Because of this projection the expressions are functions of the cell spins 5~alone, apart from a possible
constant.
For reasons of time-reversal symmetry and spherical symmetry of the original Hamiltonian (1-2),
only bilinear terms of the form cS~S~-~and dS~ S~12appear in the final expression for HU),
hermitean forms quadratic in the components of one single spin S~”giving a constant.
In the reduction of the complicated expressions (5-5.2) one also needs the equivalent dyadic forms of
table 4, and the algebraic relation
IC(i) . cU) \2 — 1_!ico’. c(i)
~‘~k “k+l) — 16 2~”k ‘Jk+1)
Table 9
Projected parts of H’ [18]
P112_(k) H’ ilk’ P10+(k’)= ~(2— v) (S3,,_.1 — 535 +‘)~[(Sv~.s+535_3 + 535—2) — (S35+2 +
53k+3 + Su~+4)lfl~Pi,
2+(k’),
P3c(k) H’il” Pi,2+(k’) = ~(—2+ 5y) (53k—I +
4S3k + ~ [(53k.4+ S35_3+ S
35_2) + (535+2+ 535+3+ 535+4)] ilk P12+(k’),
P112_,i,2_(k, k + 1)H’ fl~’Pi,2+(k’) = —(S35-.1— 535+1). — 535+4)115’Pja÷(k’),
P~2_,~(k,+ 1) H’ il~~’Pi,2+(k’) = —
2v) (S3k—1 — S3k+1)~(S3k+2 + 4S3k+3 + S3k+4) 11k’ P
12+(k’),
P3,2,la_(k, k + 1) H’ ilk’ P112+(k’) = —~(1— 2y) (S~-.i+ 4535 + SM+1)~(535+2— S35+4) 11k’ P12+(k’),
P312,~(k,k + 1) H’ ilk’ P1,2+(k’) = ki — 4y) (S3k_1 + 4S35 + 5~s+i)~ (S35+2 +
4S3k+3+S3k+4)Hk’ Pia+(k’).
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Making use of all the foregoing results the second-order part of H~1~may be written
H~°— L 3— 16V + 22V2 19— 16V + 4y2 21— 4y + 4721 ~{
1w2 — 27 72(1 — V) 9 5—2y ] 3
+ [—jj (5— 24y + 28V2) ~19 — ~ 1 _47+4V2] ~ ~(i)~
+ ~
In order to find the total expression for the scaled Hamiltonian up to and including second-order terms,
one has to combine H~’~with the parts of zeroth and first order given in (1-5), which results in
H”~S”~’ — L lll43V+22V2 l9—l6V+4V2~1—4y+4V21NI(l)
— 27 72(1 — ~) 9 5— 2V 1 3
+ [~(67_48y_28V2)+ 1916Y~4Y 8l4Y~4V] ~5(i).
+ [—~ (4— 20V+ 25y2)~ 2 4 4y + 72] ~ 5~1).S~2. (5-5.3)
This expression is of the proper renonnalized form (5), because it may be completely expressed in terms
of the original Hamiltonian (1-1) for the cell spins 5~.Typical for the form (5) are an additive and
multiplicative constant, respectively denoted by
0Ni”~and c0, and a shifted value for the parameter
that determines the ratio between next-nearest and nearest-neighbour interactions. The last parameter
is denoted by ~ for the scaled system.
The values of E~,c0 and V(i) depend on the parameter ~ of the original Hamiltonian (1-1) and they
follow from their definition in formula (5) together with the expression for H”~in (5-5.3).
Expressions for Eo(y) and co(y) are
— 1 [ 111—437 + 2272 19—
16V + 4y2 2 1_47+4y21
— 3 L 27 72(1 — V) 9 5—27 ]‘
co(V) = ~ (67—487— 28V2) + 19 — ~ 1 —~1v~-4v2], (5-5.4)
whereas the so-called renomalization-group (RG) transformation is defined by
v”~(V)= 4cs~y)[~~ (4— 20y + 25y2) + 2 4 —4y + V2] = F(V). (5-6)
These three equations fully determine the series (8) for the approximation of (V)~which, in this
example, is the energy per spin in the ground state of a linear chain of spins ~.
The equation (5-6) for the RG transformation defines a stable point as a solution of the equation
V = 1(y),
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or,
336V5 — 1216V4 — l88~3 + 3006V2 — 2273V +200 = 0. (5-6.1)
Numerical calculations have been restricted to the interval IVI < 1, for which the lowest state for an
isolated cell is the doublet I~+,m). For these values of V the RG equation (5-6) gives a V”~in the same
interval. Consequently all the parameters V~in the series (8) obey the inequality IV~1< 1.
There is only one solution of (5-6.1) in this interval, representing the stable point
V* = 0.10146,
for the series (8). Graphically it may be found as an intersection of the curve for I(V) and a straight
line, both drawn in fig. 7. The function F(V) hasa slope between0 and 1, for lvi s 1; consequently repeated
scaling gives a row of parameter values
7(i) V~
2’,~ , converging to V*. Now it is possible to determine
(y) from the general formula (8) with n = 3, and the explicit expressions for o(y), co(y) and ~y(l)(~y),
together with the parameter values ~(2), ‘yt31 Convergence of the series is guaranteed by the fact that its
terms, for every ~ value, converge to those of a geometrical series, for s —~ cc, Numerical results were found
with a Wang 500 desk calculator. Table 10 gives the results for (y) in the interval —1 ~ V < 1.
The curve for (V) found along these lines is also drawn in fig. 1, together with the approximations of
subsections 2.1 and 2.4. For V = 1, (V) diverges in the approximation of this subsection because the
distance between the two doublets of one cell goes to zero. It makes sense to devote a special section to
the discussion of the merits of the renormalization technique for the determination of the ground-state
energy of antiferromagnetic lattices, especially in the case of the linear chain, for which three different
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Fig. 7. The function r(
7) [18,21].
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Table 10
e as a function of y [18,21]
3’  7
—1 —2.8281 0.1 —1.7394
—0.9 —2.7010 0.2 —1.6752
—0.8 —2.5798 0.3 —1.6185
—0.7 —2.4644 0.4 —1.5705
—0.6 —2.3545 0.5 —1.5337
—0.5 —2.2501 0.6 —1.5129
—0.4 —2.1511 0.65 —1.5116
—0.3 —2.0575 0.7 —1.5196
—0.2 —1.9694 0.8 —1.5875
—0.1 —1.8868 0.9 —1.8856
0 —1.8101 0.95 —2.5432
3. Examples. Ising and isotropic XY systems with a transverse magnetic field (Jullien, Pfeuty, Fields and
Doniach [15], Jullien and Pfeuty [16], Penson, Jullien and Pfeuty [17])
The examples of this section are systems of spins ~in an external magnetic field, which gives an extra
term in the Hamiltonian, linear in this field h. The ground-state energy of these systems may also be
approximated with the aid of RG techniques. The corresponding formalism has been developed by
Jullien et al. [15, 16, 17].
Again the starting point is the formulation of a spin Hamiltonian
H(S,; V~h) = —4J~ [~(1+ V)S,,~Sj,~+ ~(1— ~ — 2h ~ ~ J> 0. (9)(tj)
This Hamiltonian takes the place of (1), the latter representing the interactions in systems without
external fields.
The spin interaction in (9) is between nearest-neighbour pairs (1, j) and two special cases will be
discussed, the Ising systems (V = 1) and the isotropic XY systems (V = 0). For the external field a
suitable unit is chosen, such that the corresponding term in H has the form: —2h ~, ~ In con-
tradistinction to the literature cited here [15, 16, 17], the spin components are represented by ~times
the Pauli matrices, aconvention used throughout this paper. The spins in (9) are sited on the points i of
a d-dimensional lattice; in the work of Jullien et al. (l.c.) restriction is made to d = 1 and 2.
Again the system is divided into cells, not necessarily of an odd number of spins in this case. Per cell the
lowest pair of states corresponding with the internal energy is taken into consideration. This internal
energy has two parts, the coupling between spins in the cell and the interaction with the external field h.
The lowest pair of states is, in general, not a Kramers doublet for two reasons: There is an external
magnetic field h  0 and the number of spins need not be odd. Projection of H on the product space
corresponding with the lowest pair of states per cell gives a similar Hamiltonian, in terms of cell spins Si.”, k
denoting here the centre of the cell. The only difference in form between the two Hamiltonians is an
additive constant appearing in the latter. The distance in energy between the lowest two states per cell is
expressed in terms of the coupling between the z component of the S~and a renormalized field h”~.This
projection, or scaling, is analogous to the one that results in (5). This projection maybe repeated leading to a
Hamiltonian H~’~after t scaling operations. The Hamiltonian H~’~for the Ising model (V = 1) takes the form
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H~t~= _4J(t) ~ S~X~SJ°,~— 2h~ ~ S~ + N~C’~j(r)<tj)
(10)
J(t) = fl~
In this formula g~t)and I~t)respectively are the spin vector and the two-dimensional unit matrix for the
ith spin, which represents a system with two states, i.e. the lowest pair of states of the (isolated) ith cell
in the spin lattice that results after (t — 1) scaling operations. The analogous Hamiltonian H~’~for the
isotropic XY model (V =0) is given by
H~’~= —2Jt’~ (S~Sj~+ S~Sj~)—2h~~~ S~+ N~C~’~~
(11)
J(t) = fl
In both Hamiltonians (10) and (11) the double sum ~<ij)is over nearest neighbour pairs only, and j(t)
and h~’~are renormalized coupling constants. In the additive constant operator: N(t t)j(:) N”~is the
number of spins S~and it has the value N/nt, N being the original number of spins and n the number
of spins per cell. In the discussion of the scaling in more detail, for the two cases V = 1 and V =0
separately, it becomes clear that the interaction between neighbouring cells, in the restriction to the
lowest doublets, does not have diagonal matrix elements. This, together with the commutator properties
of the components of the ~ is the very reason that the symmetry of the coupling between spin pairs is
conserved in the scaling operation. The Hamiltonian H(t) for t = 0 may correspond with the original
Hamiltonian H, given in (9), with parameters:
= .1, h~°~= h, C~°~= 0. (12)
Now the scaling operation will be considered in more detail, i.e. the derivation of H~’~1~as a projection
of H~°.First of all a lattice of cells in the ~~t) lattice is introduced. The cells, being indicated by a vector k,
give a partition of H~°into a sum of terms representing internal interactions within the cells and asum of
coupling terms for two cells, this apart from the constant terms in (10) and (11). Both expressions mayso be
rewritten in the form
H~’~= ~ H~+ H~3+ ~ C’~1(t), (13)
in which the second term is a sum over neighbour pairs of cells. This restriction to neighbour cells
immediately follows from the restriction in (10) and (11) to neighbour spin interactions. The restriction to
neighbour cells in (13), however, gives a restriction inH(t~to neighbour spins. So one mayconclude that
the range of the interactions is conserved in the scaling operation. The expression (13) is a generalization of
formula (2) of the Introduction. Now the eigenvalueproblemof the isolated cells representedby H~’~should
be solved exactly in the space of 2~states per block. This eigenvalue problem for the Ising model and that
for the isotropic XY model have to be discussed separately. Acommon feature of both problems, however,
is that a complete set of states per cell is represented by the direct product of eigenstates of the spin
components S~,i referring to the spins of a particular cell. It is also true for both systems that the
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eigenstates of H~’~are linear combinations of states with an evenor with an odd number of eigenvalues: —~
for the individual S~.This follows from the form of the pair interaction in (9). Astate with an evennumber
of eigenvalues: —~is called a state with even parity, the others have odd parity. So the eigenstates of ~
havea definite parity. For the Ising systems, y = 1, the lowest pair of levels for an isolated cell k correspond
with state vectors: 1+, k)~t~1) and —, ~ It is stated here without proof that they have different parity[15, 17]. The energy eigenvalues respectively are: E~’~and ~ Now a projection operator Po is
introduced that projectson the lowest pair of states per cell i.e. the states: 1+, k)~“and I—~k)(t+~for cell k.
This projectionoperator is the counterpart of the operator introduced in (3.1) for systemswithout external
field. Operators for the lowest pair of states of cell k maybe expressed in terms of a cell spin operator g~t+1),
the z component of which is chosen to be diagonal.The two states maybe connected by operators that can
be written in terms of the x- or y-component of the cell spins. All three components of the ~ are
representedby ~times the well known Paulimatrices. The coupling terms —4J~’3S?~S~of H~3,in which the
ith spin belongs to cell k and jth spin to cell 1, only have elements that are non diagonal for both cells,
because S?,~as well as ~ connect states of different parity. Because of the fact that the Hamiltonian ~
only contains real terms the eigenstates maybe chosen to be real andconsequently also the matrix elements
of S~and S~.So the projection of the x and zcomponents of the spins S~t~of cell k on the corresponding
lowest doublet may be written




in which ~ and S~C~are components of a cell spin. The results of the projection of the different
terms in (13) for the Ising systems may now be summarized (cf. Jullien, Pfeuty, Fields and Doniach [15],
Penson, Jullien and Pfeuty [17]):
p
0~~)p0= _2h(t+t)S~t)+ ~(E~~”+ ~ h(t+l)= ~(E~f~”— ErD),
(15)
P ri(:) — ....,A y(t±i)c(t+1)C(t±1)
QiL 5,1 0 — tJ ‘.7 k,x ~J
The choice is made that the state for which S~”has the eigenvalue +~,always represents the state with
even parity, indicated by the + sign. For reasons of symmetry the coefficients j(t÷~are the same for all
neighbour pairs of cells. The constants ~, ~, however, may depend on the index 1, i.e. on the position of
the spin in the Kadanoff cell. A sum of products of coefficients ~ for neighbour spin pairs of different
cells determine the coefficient j(t÷~~
The formulas (15) give sufficient information to determine also the renormalized additive part of the
Hamiltonian per cell: C
tt~”.This constant obeys the recurrence relation
= nC~t~+ ~(E~1) + E~f~1~), (16)
as follows from (13) and the first line of (15).
Now the formulas (15) and (16) give the general recipe for the determination of the renormalized
coefficients .Pf~”,h(t+~and ~ of the Hamiltonian H~’~”,in terms of the parameters of H(t), defined
in (10). So the RG transformation may be carried out and an upper bound for the ground-state energy
per spin may be found
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E ç-(r) = (s)j (s)0 . ‘. 1 + —hm -~ = hm ~ = ~ S (17)
N-.oo 11 t—~o~fl
5i fl
as a generalization of formula (7) of the Introduction. Again it can be shown that the nonconstant part
of (10) does not contribute to (17) in the limit t —~ cc. As is discussed in the work of Jullien et al. [15],the
ratio of the parameters h(t)/J(t) converges to a limit value for t —~cc~For h/f = h~°~/Jt0~< (h/J)c, (h/f)~being an unstable fixed point, the limit value equals: 0, whereas for h/f> (h/f)~this limit value is: + cc~
For linear systems the fixed point (h/f)c tends to the value 1 for n —~ cc. This limit value represents a
singular point for the ground-state energy per spin  = limN~E
0/N as a function of h/f (see fig. 2 of ref.
[15]).The second derivative: —d
2/dh2 diverges logarithmically for h/f = 1, and it can be proven that
there is a strict equivalence of this singularity to the critical behavior of the Ising model in two
dimensions, close to T~.Especially close to singular points the RG method is well-adapted to calculate
values of (h/f).
Now an outline will be given of the derivation of an expression analogous to (17), for the isotropic XY
systems. For these systems the eigenstates of the H~’~may be classified according to the eigenvalues of
~t(k) S~the sum being restricted to the kth cell. These eigenvalues may be written: ~(—n+ 2q — 2),
q = 1, . . . , n + 1, as before n denoting the number of spins per cell. The eigenva]ues of the ~ are
linear functions of ~ the corresponding q being a good quantum number.
The lowest eigenvalue for a fixed q, may be expressed in the form
E~J’~”= (n — 2q + 2)h~’~+ e,,J”~, (18)
the constant Cq being independent of the value of h(t). It can be proven that the lowest pair of states
correspond with adjacent quantum numbers, q and q + 1. The corresponding state vectors for cell k may
be denoted by: Iq, k)(t+~and ~q+ 1, k)(t+~respectively. For sufficiently large negative values of h, q = 1
for all t and for sufficiently large positive values, q = n, also for all t [16].
Again the total Hamiltonian (11) will be projected on the product space of the sets {jq, k)~’~”,
jq + 1, k)~’~”}.In the representation of this projection, again use can be made of the spin vectors ~
The state q + 1 will have quantum number +~for Sj~~and the state q the quantum number —~.So one
finds for the projections of the H~’~expressions analogous to those given in the first line of (15) (cf. also
ref. [16])
P
Ly(r) — ‘)L(t+i) (t+1) ,L!( (t+i) j.. (t±1)\ (t+i)
011 5 0 — “° k,z 2~ q q+1 /
(19)
= ~(Eg÷1~— E~fl= h(t) + ~(eq— eq+i) j(t)~
The two lowest states per cell, also for the XY systems, have different parity and may, in principle, be
connected by the terms H~Jin (13), which are bilinear in x- and y-components of spins of the adjacent
cells k and 1. The matrix elements of the different S~and s~, i belonging to cell k, may again be
represented by Pauli matrices. First of all one may write down the well-known commutator properties
of the spins g~t)
Fc(:) (1)1 — .~ Q(t) F (t) c’(t)l — ~ (~Q)t’-’i.z, j,xJ — lUjJlJj,y, L t,z, JJ,y] — lUjJlJj,x,
from which the following relations in the manifold {Jq, k)~”,Iq + 1, k)(t+~}may be derived
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(t+l)(q, kjS~Iq+ 1, k)(t+~ = i ~ k![S~’~,S~]~q+ 1, k)~t~”
= i~~t+~(q,kI[~ s~,s~]Iq+ 1, k)(t+~
i(S)
= j[(t+l)<q, kJ ~ S$~~q,k)tt~”— ((+l)(q + 1, ki ~ S~~q+ 1, k)(t~~](t+I)(q,k~s,(t~~q+ 1, k~’~°
f(S) i(S)
= —i (t+l)(q k~S~~q+ 1, k)~t~”. (20)
If one takes into consideration that the q state is represented by the eigenvalue: —~ of S~”and the
q + 1 state by the eigenvalue: +~, the projection of all components S~,S~and S~of spin i may be
represented by the components of a Pauli spin, apart from additive and multiplicative constants, as in
(14)
P
0S~P0= ~[(t+I)(q, k~S~Iq,k)(t+~+ (t+l)(q + 1, kIS~’~jq+ 1, k)~’~”]I(t+1) + ~ (21)
(t) — ~(:)c(t+1) ~(t) — ~(t)~(e+1)
0 i.x 0 — 51 ‘.7k,x , 0’-’ i,y 0 — St ‘J k,y
In these formulas the cylindrical symmetry of the projection is apparent in the same coefficient ~t) for
the x- and the y-component of spin i. So the cylindrical symmetry is conserved in the projection. For
the evaluation of H~’~
1~one has to know the projection of the H~°,already given in (19), as well as the
projection of the interaction terms H~J,which may be derived in a particular example on the basis of
(21). The general result has the form [16]
P 1.1(t) — .....‘, r(t+1)IC(t+1)Q(t+1) .4.. C(t+1)Q(:+1)\Q l ki 0 ~“ ~-‘k,x ‘-‘ .x “k,y ‘.‘l,y ),
in which the renormalized coupling constant is a linear function of f(I)~The actual calculation of the
renormalized constants h(t+~and f(t+l) has to be performed for the XY systems of different dimension
separately. Here only the overall symmetry of the scaled Hamiltonian ~ as a consequence of the
same symmetry of ~ is derived. Now the renormalized constant part of Hamiltonian H~’~”may be
found combining the results in (19) and (22)
= nCt) + ~(E~1) + E~P)
= nCt~+ (n — 2q + 1)h~’)+ ~(e~+ eq+i)J”~, (23)
and the corresponding upper bound for the ground-state energy per spin in the XY systems is given by
E (“1(t) = (s)j (s)0 . ‘.... 1 g g+1lun-~=lim----~--=~~ , (24)
N-~ t-~ fl s=i 11
at least for those cases in which q, representing the lowest two states per cell, is not changed in the RG
transformation. This condition is fulfilled for values of h that are sufficiently large positive or negative,
i.e. q = n and q = 1 respectively. The stable fixed points for these two cases are given by h/f =
+cc (q = n) and h/f = —cc (q = 1). Also for the XY model there is a parallelism between the expression
for the upper bound of the lowest energy eigenvalue (24), and the corresponding expression (7) for
Heisenberg systems without external field.
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Detailed numerical calculations for the systems with external fields are not given in this paper. For the
XY system (d = 1) these are given in ref. [16],together with a comparison with the exact values in the
literature.
4. Concluding remarks
(1) First of all a comparison could be made between the different values for (0) for the linear chain,
i.e. the ground-state energy per spin of the Heisenberg chain, with only nearest-neighbour interactions.
The approximation methods of this paper give three different values, i.e. those of the subsections 2.1,
2.4 and 2.5, which respectively are
= —1.5960, E*(0) = —1.56522, (0) = —1.8101. (25)
These results may be compared with Hulthén’s exact value [24],denoted by H(O), and the exact value
for a finite chain of 10 spins, computed by Majumdar and Ghosh [42], Mo(O). The results of the last two
authors for IVI < 1, are also drawn in fig. 1. For V = 0 one so has the following values for comparison
H(0) = 1 —4 log 2 = —1.7726, MG(0) = —1.8062. (26)
As was known already ~(0)and ~(0)give an upper bound for the energy per spin for the infinite
chain. It turns out that (0) is an underestimate that only differs about 2% from the exact value.
The first-order expression ~(V)of (1-7) is also an upper bound for v 0. It may be compared with
Niemeijer’s result [43],which also gives a linear function of v
N(V) = 4(—l/IT — 1/ir2 + 2V/1r2) = —1.6785 + O.8lO6V. (27)
This upper bound is a sharper one for >‘ S 0.4. It is also drawn in fig. 1. For V ~ 0.5, however, the best
upper bound is given by ~*(y) of subsection 2.4.
(2) The division of the lattice into Kadanoff cells, in the case of one single Bravais lattice, gives the
possibility to determine also a lower bound for the energy per spin in the ground state. The interactions
should be restricted to nearest neighbours.
Examples of these spin lattices are the Heisenberg chain and the square and cubic lattices with
Heisenberg interactions between nearest neighbours only.
Finite systems with periodic boundary conditions are considered here, in the limit of N —~cc, N being
the total number of spins. The hypothesis is made that in the ground state every pair of neighbouring
spins contributes the same amount to the total energy.
The partition of the total Hamiltonian H, corresponding with the division of the lattice into Kadanoff
cells: H = H
0 + H’, was discussed at length in section 1. The cells are rows of an odd number of consecutive
spins, squares or cubes, also with an odd number of spins, respectively in the one-, two- and
three-dimensional examples given above.
For an isolated cell the number of interactions between spin pairs equals
(21+ 1)dd_~(21+1)~1. 2d = (21+ 1)~’~2l, (28)
in which expression d denotes the dimension of the lattice and (21 + 1)’~,1 = 1, 2, 3,... is the number of
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spins per cell, which was chosen to be odd in section 1. From simple geometrical considerations it
follows that the bonds between the cells contribute the fraction 11(21+ 1) to the total energy of the
ground state.
Now the lowest eigenvalue of H may be written as the sum of the expectationvalues of H0 and H’ in
the ground state. For the first expectation value one has a lower bound, represented by its lowest
eigenvalue. Asymptotically it will hold
(H) = N + o(N) = (H0) + (H’)  (21~~..i)d+ 21+ 1 + o(N), (29)
in which expression  is the exact ground-state energy per spin for N —* cc and e0 the lowest eigenvalue
of H0 per cell. The symbol o(N) denotes a term of vanishing order as compared to N, for N —~cc~
Now a lower bound for  in terms of e0 immediately follows from the inequality given above
21+1 e0
2! (21+1)”~ (30)
For the Heisenberg chain (d = 1) with cells of three spins (1 = 1) e0 is given in table 7: e0 = —4 (V = 0),
and a lower bound for  is found to be: —2. This is a mere illustration of the method. A better value can
be found by taking larger cells, e.g. 1 = 3, for which the corresponding eigenvalue e0 equals: —11.3450.
This gives the lower bound
  —~.11.3450 = —L891, (31)
which differs ~7% from the exact value by Hulthén [24].
(3) So far the results of the renormalization techniques for higher dimensions have been restricted to
a few examples, the one given in subsection 2.3 being the most interesting application. In that case, the
triangular lattice, the numerical outcome of the calculations fairly agrees with other results in the
literature, but has the additional advantage of being an upper bound.
For the square and cubic lattices also interesting results may be expected, especially along the lines of
the methods of subsections 2.4 and 2.5. To master the computational difficulties for these examples
additional approximations are necessary and the lengthy numerical calculations should be made
tractable with modern computer facilities.
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Appendix A: Algebraic properties of the spin [7,23]
The spin is an intrinsic property of elementary particles. It is an example of an angular momentum
vector J, with components J~,,4, f~in a given rectangular frame.
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If considered as quantum-mechanical variables the components obey the well-known commutation
relations
[f~,4]=if~, [4,J~]=if~, [J2,f1]=i4, h=1. (A.1)
A complete set of irreducible matrix representations is given by
1 . . 1/2(jm+1If1Ijm)=~s[(j—m)(j+m+1)]
(j m — lIf1Ijm) = ~[(j+ m) (j — m + 1)]h/2,
(jm + 1IJ~jm)=—~[(j—m)(j+ m + 1)11/2, (A.2)
(jm_1l4[fm)=~[(j+m)(j_m+1)]~2,
(jmjJ~Ijm)=m, ~ m=—j,—j+1,...,j—1,j.
A representation is characterized by the quantum number j. It corresponds with a set of (2j + 1)
dimensional square matrices, rows and columns of which are numbered by the quantum numbers m’
and m in the expressions (jm’IJ~Ijm)etc. etc. For 4 and f,, one has the selection rule m’ = m ±1,
whereas for 4: m’ = m. All matrix elements not written down in (A.2) are zero.
For an intrinsic angular momentum the quantum number / has a fixed value, and consequently such a
momentum is completelydescribed by one single representation. This in contradistinction to e.g. the orbital
angularmomentum Lof atoms for which the quantum number j, most times called L in this case, mayhave
any of the values 0, 1, 2,
Half-integral values of / are restricted to those systems that contain an odd number of elementary
particles of half-integral spin.
In this work only particles with intrinsic spin moment ~and without any other angular momentum are
considered. For the representation of this spin moment S the so called Pauli matrices o’~,o’,, and o~are
used
1 10 11 10 —ii 11 01
S~o,
tYxL1 çjj~ °‘~Li of 0~~jj (A.3)
It is immediately seen that (A.3) is an example (j = ~)of the general form of the representations given in
(A.2). A complete set of states or spinors corresponding with the operators (A.3) is given by the column
vectors
a = (b), /3 = (~), (A.4)
which are eigenstates of S~(u~)with eigenvalues: ±~(±1).
The set (A.3) in combination with the unit matrix
i = [~~], (A.5)
is a complete set of seif-adjoint two-dimensional matrices.
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Systems of N spins ~, discussed in this work, have physical variables that may be written as direct
products of N factors of the type (A.3) or (A.5).
The components of the ith spin e.g., are given by
S~=I®I ®S® ®I®I, (A.6)
the symbols ® denoting a repeated direct product. The ith factor in (A.6) is represented by the matrices
S~,S, and S~,given in (A.3). Two-spin variables like S,~S17,are represented by
S~S~=IØI® ®SZ® ®SX® ®I®I, (A.7)
or by linear combinations of such forms. The factors S~,and S~in (A.7) are on the ith and /th position
respectively. The exchange interaction, as an example, may be written for the pair (i,J)’ as a linear
combination of expressions (A.7) if one writes
f(5. . S~)= f(S1~S~~+ S1~S1~+ S1ZSJZ).
The space of spinor states is the direct product of the spaces represented by (A.4) and conveniently
written as
ai®a2®. . .
/31®a2®.. . .®aN (A.8)
a1 ® /32 ®... . aN, etc. etc.
The total number of states equals 2N~
The renormalization techniques developed in this work are essentially projection techniques in the
space (A.8). The projection is on a space of product states like (A.8), the products having a number of
factors being the fraction 1/n of the original number N each factor corresponding with one cell of n
spins.
Each factor represents a cell spin ~having algebraic properties that are isomorphous with those of the
original spins. This is written out in formula (4) of the Introduction. This isomorphism is a consequence
of Kramers’ theorem discussed in appendix B.
Appendix B: Kramer’s theorem [44]
Kramers’ theorem states that all energy levels of a system containing an odd number of electrons
must be at least doubly degenerate, provided that there are no magnetic fields acting on the system.
This theorem is a consequence of the requirement that the equations of motion are invariant for
time-reversal or time-inversion. Classically time-reversal simply is inversion of all velocities, which
results in a retracing of all particles of their paths.
The quantum analogue is formulated in terms of a time-reversal operator T acting on the wave
function 4!!. For a Hamilton H without spin variables T simply transforms 4!i into ~, which immediately
follows from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
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Hi/i=ihaifr/i~t. (B.1)
For a real Hamiltonian complex conjugation results in
= ih a4!,*/a(_t), (B.2)
which formula shows that 4!” is the solution of the mechanical problem for time flowing backwards.
Complex conjugation of 4!’ does not affect I~l2,the probability density, whereas the momentum
distribution for a single electron k proportional to the imaginary part of ifr*Vk9!! is inverted, as it should
be. Energy is conserved because Hi/i = Ecu results in H4!,* = Eçb*.
External magnetic fields present should be inverted in the time-reversal operation because the coupling
with the magnetic moments should be invariant. These magnetic moments are coupled with electron
motion also being inverted inthe operation. The time inversion operator is antilinear and antiunitary
because
T(ci/,)=c* Ti/i, (B.3)
I(Tcfr, Tcb)I = I(~~)J. (B.4)
In (B.4) the symbol (~fr,çb) denotes the inproduct of two state functions. Taking into account spin
time-reversal cannot be represented by simple complex conjugation, because in the usual representation
with Pauli matrices (A.3), 5. and S~are real operators. The antiunitary operator, now defining time
inversion
TUK, U=cri~®r23,®....®cr~31, (B.5)
in which K is complex conjugation, has all the required properties. The unitary operator U is the direct
product of the y-components of the vectors u, one for each spin. Whereas the factor K represents time
inversion for the ordinary degrees of freedom of the system, each Pauli matrix
0ky gives inversion of the
components 0kx and l’Ykz, because of the algebraic properties of the o~matrices, represented in (A.3),
= 1, ~ = —a~o~~= o~, o~o~= —o~c~= —o~. (B.6)
The y-component of ~ however, commutes with U, but this operator, being purely imaginary, is
transformed in the proper way by K,
Ko-~K= —K2r~= —r~. (B.7)
From the definition of T given in (B.5) one easily derives its effect on a state function
r~,p,,,) with variables r
1,. . . , r~,representing spatial co-ordinates of the electrons and /.Lk
the quantized z components of the spin vectors. Restriction to eigenstates of
0kz is not essential, but
simplifies the argument. One has
T,/,(r
1, /Lj, . . . , r,,, /Ln) = ~
20~1+s~2.. ~“~ifr(ri, /Li, . . . , r~,~ (B.8)
from which is follows that
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T2=—1, (B.9)
for an odd number of electrons. The result (B.9), however, implies that Ti/i and 4!è are orthogonal. This
in combination with the fact that Ti/i and i/i have the same energy eigenvalue E, shows that this
eigenvalue should be at least doubly degenerate. Generalization of the argument gives an even fold
degeneracy.
The proof of the orthogonality of Ti/i and 4!’ is given by noting first that for any two state functions
(Ti/i, Tçb) (UKi/i, UKq5) (Ki/i, Kçb)’ (./i, ~ = (4!, ~‘), (B.1O)
from which it follows
(Ti/i, ifr)= (Ti/i, T~/i)=—(Ti/i, i/i), (B 11)
(T4!~r,4!t)=0.
For the case of a system of particles with a spin ~, external magnetic fields should be inverted in the
process of time inversion. No fields present, however, time inversion results in the orthogonal state Ti/i,
which demonstrates the Kramers’ theorem formulated in the first lines of this appendix.
Appendix C: The Wigner-Eckart theorem [23,44]
In this appendix the formulation of the Wigner—Eckart (WE) theorem and a general outline of its
proof are given. In the outline reference is made to the quantum theory of angular momentum [23]and
to group theory [44].
The WE theorem formulates relations for the matrix elements of tensor operators in a representation
for which the total angular momentum and its z-component are good quantum numbers.
The states of the system are represented by
ly/m), .121VIm) = 1(1 + 1)Iyjm), (C 1)
f~lVjm)=mlV/rn), m = —j, —1+1,..., +j, h = 1,
in which J = (4,4,4) is the total angular momentum vector. The symbol v stands for all other
non-specified quantum numbers. For the systems considered in this paper J equals the total spin vector
S.
Tensor operators are represented by their components
T(k,q), . q=—k,...,+k, k=O,1,2,3..., (C.2)
which transform under rotations like the well known spherical harmonics Y~.The set T(k, q), like Y~,
generates an irreducible representation of the rotation group, which is denoted by ~~ji,~(w)in the
notation of Tinkham [44].
The properties of T(k, q) may also be formulated in terms of the commutation relations with the
components of the total angular momentum, these components being proportional to the operators of
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infinitesimal rotations [23].The commutation relations are
[f±,T(k, q)] = V(k q)(k ±q + 1) T(k, q ±1), J~= 4 ±if~,, (C.3)
[4, T(k, q)} = q T(k, q).
The transformation properties of T(k, q) partly determine the value of their matrix elements for the set
of states I-vim) introduced in (C.1). The states Iyjm) as well as the operators represent irreducible
representations of the rotation group and only for the case that the product representation correspond-
ing with a matrix element is the identical one (k = 0), this matrix element is unequal to zero. This may
be expressed in a very compact form by introducing so-called reduced matrix elements and the
vector-coupling or Clebsch—Gordan coefficients [23],in terms of which the WE theorem takes the form
(V’/’m’IT(k, q)i’yjm) = (—Y’m’ (J,~,~ ,~)(V’i’lIT(k~lVi). (C.4)
In this expression (1, “ is a vector-coupling coefficient and (y’j’IIT(k)lIVj) a reduced matrix
element. The reduced matrix element is independent of the quantum numbers m and m’, but may be
different for different tensor operators, corresponding e.g. with different parts of the system. All
information contained in the transformation properties of the states lVim) and the operators T(k, q) is
expressed in the vector-coupling coefficient in (C.4). The special convention for defining the VC-
coefficients used in the literature cited here, [23],leads to the phase factor (~)~‘m.
The quantum numbers / and j’ are integers or half odd integers according to the total number of
spins in the systems. For an even number of spins and with interactions that are rotationally invariant
(exchange) j is a good quantum number and has integer values. For an odd number of spins / has half
odd values for the same type of interactions. These half odd values are intimately connected with
Kramers’ degeneracy (appendix B) and the special case j = S = ~ plays a special role in this paper.
Formula (1-3.2) is an example of (C.4) with V’ = y, /‘ = / =
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